Lecture Sheet for Half Yearly Examinaton
Cantonment Public School and College, Momenshahi
Class: Two
Subject: English
Word meaning + Make sentence+ Write in English
Word
Star
Market
Box
Wheel
Rain
Water
Smoke
Bread
Sand
Cloud
Bend
Heavy
Bite
Paper
People
Outside
Saucer
Letter
Soldier
Sailor
Beggar
Dangerous
Fork
Scissors
burn

Meaning
তারা / নক্ষত
বাজার
বাক
চাকা
বৃষষ
পাষন
ধধাঁ য়া
রুষট
বাষল
ধমেঘ
বাঁ কাননা
ভারী
কামেড় ধদেয়া
কাগজ
ধলাকজন
বাষহনর
ষপষরচ
ষচষঠ
সসৈষনক
নাষবক।
ষভক্ষুক
ষবপদেজনক
কাঁ টাচামেচ
কাঁ ষচ
ধপাড়ান

Sentence
Stars are shining in the sky.
I went to market with my father.
This is a nice box.
It is a wheel.
It is raining.
Give me a glass of water, please.
I can smell smoke.
I need bread for breakfast.
They are playing on the sands.
Look at the cloud over there.
Bend your knees.
The bag is too heavy.
Don’t bite your nails.
I want some paper.
They are good people.
I am going outside.
This is a saucer.
She writes a letter.
My father is a soldier.
He is a sailor.
A beggar knocked at his door.
Smoking is dangerous.
This is a fork.
Give me the scissors.
He is burning woods.

Fill in the blanks. (Actie English)
1. Ice is cold but fre is hot.
2. Trees are big but matches are small.
3. We are boys but they are girls.
4. Is milk black or white?
5. Are apples red or blue?
6. They are reading their books.
7. We are writng in our books.
8. Asim and Maya are sitng on their chair.
9. There is not any buses in our classroom.
10. The dog is sitng on its tail.
11. There are some children in our classroom.
12. There are not any cupboards in our classroom.
13. I am a shopkeeper.
14. He is a fsherman. He is working in a boat.
15. She is a servant. She is working in a house.
16. They are sailors. They are working on a ship.
17. They are soldiers. They have guns.
18. He is a shopkeeper. He has a shop.
19. He is an engine driver. He has an engine.
20. They are fshermen. They have boats.
21. He is a farmer. He has a farm.
22. This is my pencil. It is mine.
23. This is your pencil. It is yours.
24. These are our rulers. They are ours.
25. Those are his shoes. They are his.
26. Those are her shoes. They are hers.
27. That is girls’ playground. It is theirs.
28. My brother is tall but yours is taller than mine.
29. Our classroom is big but theirs is bigger than ours.
30. Her drawing is beautful but his was more beautful than hers.

Write true or false.
1. Mahin is 8 years old. (true)
2. Raf is 9 years old. (false)
3. Meena is 7 years old. (false)
4. Shuva is not 8 years old. (true)
5. Joya is in class 2. (true)
6. Sonabi is in class 3. (false)
7. Reza is 7 years old. (true)
8. Zara is in class 1. (true)
9. Zara is not 6 years old. (false)
10. Ratul is in class 3. (true)
11. Reza reads in class two. (true)
12. There are 7 days in a week. (true)
13. Friday comes before Thursday. (false)
14. Wednesday comes afer Tuesday. (true)
15. Rima puts the seed in the hole. (false)
16. A circle is round but a square is not. (true)
17. Maya is paintng. (false)
18. A pin is big. (False)
19. A beggar works in a hospital. (false)
20. Anu is sewing. (true)
21. Birds can fy. (true)
22. A farmer has no farm. (false)
23. The fshermen have boats. ( true)
24. A shopkeeper has a gun. (false)
25. The nurses work in a hospital. (true)
26. A kitten is strong but a horse is weak. (false)
27. Miran has a kite. (true)
28. A shopkeeper has a shop. (true)
29. Sailors work on the ship. (true)
30. Asim is dancing. (false)

Re-arrange & dictaton
1. board at look the.
=Look at the board.
2. A draw fower.
= Draw a fower.
3. Me show book your.
= Show me your book.
4. Your go to seat.
= Go to your seat.
5. Door open the.
=Open the door.
6. Years she is 8 old.
= She is 8 years old.
7. Miran this is.
= This is Miran.
8. The point to leg.
= Point to the leg.
9. The ear point to.
= Point to the ear.
10. What today day is it?
=What day is it today?
11. Small this a plant is
=This is a small plant.
12. Gives Rima’s her father a seed.
= Rimas’s father gives her a seed.
13. Seed Rima puts the in a tub.
= Rima puts the seed in a tub.
14. The tub Rima puts in the sun.
= Rima puts the tub in the sun.
15. Rima the seed waters.
= Rima waters the seed.
16. Shuva I’m.
=I’m Shuva.
17. There cows are four.
= There are four cows.
18. This Meena is.
= This is Meena.
19. What’s name your?
= What’s your name?

20. I’m years seven old.
=I’m seven years old.
21. Cold ice is.
= Ice is cold.
22. Is paintng Miran.
= Miran is paintng.
23. People some go train by.
=Some people go by train.
24. A ruler bend you can?
= Can you bend a ruler?
25. Fisherman he is a.
=He is a fsherman.
26. My purse is this.
= This is my purse.
27. A lot of books has he.
=He has a lot of books.
28. Wearing she is not any socks.
=She is not wearing any socks.
29. The children teaching I am.
=I am teaching the children.
30. Teacher listen to the.
=Listen to the teacher.

Picture Description (English for Today)
Page no-3

We can see a picture of a field. There is a doll. She is playing with a bat. There is a cup
behind the doll. An ant is pulling an egg. The picture looks very nice.

Page no-4

We can see a picture of a field. There are three girls. They are sitting on a bench. There are four
cats. They are playing with a ball. There are also two mugs in the picture. The picture looks very
nice.

Page no-5

We can see a picture. In the picture, there is a hut. There is a jeep in front of the hut. A farmer is
walking with a girl. We can also see an igloo in the picture. The picture looks so nice.

Page no-7

We can see a picture. In the picture, there is a lion. He is looking at an orange. There is a mango
near to the orange. There are two ants beside the lion. There is a net in the river. We can also see
some fishes in the river. In the picture there is a kite flying in the sky. The picture looks so nice.

Page no-9

We can see a picture. In the picture, the sun is shining. There is a tiger playing with a pot. We
can see a quail flying with a rose. The picture looks so nice.

Page no-11

We can see a picture. In this picture, there is a table near the window. There is a vase on the
table. There are also an umbrella, a yo-yo, a zebra and an x-ray in the picture. The picture is very
nice.

Page no-17

This is a picture of a village. There are three houses in the picture. We can see that some birds
are sitting on the roof of the houses. There are 8 hens in front of the houses. There are some
flowers in the picture. The sky looks colorful. The picture looks very nice.

Opposite word
Tall
Long
Fat / thick
Big
Strong
Cheap
Fast
Clean
Black
Happy

Short
Short
Thin
Small
Weak
Dear
Slow
Dirty
White
Sad

Boy
Easy
Heavy
Beautful
Clever
Careful
This
More
Good
Better

Girl
Hard
Light
Ugly
Clumsy
Careless
That
Less
Bad
Worse

Grammar
 Language কানক বনল?

Ans: মেননর ভাব প্রকাশ করার জনয মোনু

ধযে অরর পূর র ধষন ি ার কনর বা ষলনে তানক

Language বা ভা া বনল।
ধযেমেনঃ I am a student. (আষমে একজন ছাত।)


Letter কাকক বকল? Letter কত প্রকার ও কী কী?

Ans: ইংনরষজ ভা া ষলনে প্রকাশ করনত ধযেসৈব সৈাংনকষতক ষচহ্ন বযবহার করা হয় এনদের প্রনতযকষটনক
এক একষট Letter বনল। ইংনরষজ Letter গুনলানক দেুই ভানব ধলো হয়। Capital Letter বড়
হানতর ব র এবং small Letter ধছাট হানতর ব র । ধযেমেনঃ A,B,C,D,E or a,b,c,d,e


Word কাকক বকল?

Ans: এক বা একাষধক Letter বা ব র একষতত হনয় অরর প্রকাশ করনল তানক Word বনল।
ধযেমেনঃ Letter, Ant, Book, Cat, Word



Alphabet কাকক বকল? Alphabet কয় ভাকগ ববভক ও কী কী?

Ans: ইংনরষজ ভা ায় A ধরনক Z পযেরন্ত ২৬ ষট Letter বা ব র আনছ। এ Letter গুনলানক একনত
Alphabet বনল। Alphabet দেুই ভানগ ষবভক। যেরাi. Vowel (স্বরব র ) ii. Consonant (বযযঞনব র )


Consonant কাকক বকল?

Ans: ইংনরষজ ব র মোলায় ধযেসৈব Letter Vowel এর সৈাহাযেয ছাড়া ি াষরত হনত পানরনা ধসৈ সৈব
Letter ধক Consonant বনল। b,c,d,f,g


Vowel কাকক বকল?

Ans: ইংনরষজ ব র মোলায় ধযেসৈব ব র অনয বন র র সৈাহাযেয ছাড়া ষননজ ষননজ ি াষরত হনত পানর ধসৈ সৈব
Letter বা ব র ধক Vowel বনল। ধযেমেনঃ a, e, i, o, u


Parts of Speech কানক বনল কত প্রকার ও কী কী?
Parts of Speech: Sentence –এ বযবহৃত প্রনতযকষট অরর নবাধক word –ধক Parts of
Speech বনল।
ইংনরষজনত Parts of speech আট প্রকার। যেরাঃ
1. Noun (ষবনশ য)
2. Pronoun (সৈবরনামে)
3. Adjective (ষবনশ

)

4. Verb (ষকয়া)
5. Adverb (ষকয়া ষবনশ

)

6. Preposition (পদোন্বয়ী অবযয়)
7. Conjunction (সৈংনযোজগ অবযয়)
8. Interjection (ষবস্ময় সৈূরচক অবযয়)
Noun: ধযে word দ্বারা ধকান ষকছু র নামেনক বুঝায় তানক Noun বনল। ধযেমেনRahim, Karim, Dhaka, boy, girl ইতযাষদে।
Pronoun: Noun এর পষরবনতর ধযে সৈকল শব বযবহৃত হয় তানক Pronoun বনল।
ধযেমেন- I, we,you, they, he, she ইতযাষদে।

Adjective: ধযে word দ্বারা Noun বা Pronoun- এর ধদো , গু , অবস্থা, সৈংেযা,
পষরমো ইতযাষদে প্রকাশ পায় তানক Adjective বনল। ধযেমেন- good, bad, ill, red,
one ইতযাষদে।
Verb: ধযে word দ্বারা ধকান কাজ করা বুঝায় তানক Verb বনল। ধযেমেন- read,
write, eat, sing, play ইতযাষদে।
Adverb: ধযে word দ্বারা Verb, Adjective অনয Adverb বা ধকান sentenceধক ষননদের শ কনর তানক Adverb বনল। ধযেমেন- slowly, very, soon, always,
early ইতযাষদে।
Preposition: ধযে word ধকান Noun বা Pronoun –এর পূরনবর বনসৈ ধসৈ Noun বা
Pronoun-এর সৈানর sentence-এর অন্তগর ত অপর ধকান word-এর সৈম্পকর প্রকাশ
কনর তানক Preposition বনল। ধযেমেন- at, in, with, by, for ইতযাষদে।
Conjunction: ধযে word দেুই বা তনতাষধক word বা sentence-ধক যেুক কনর
তানক Conjunction বনল। ধযেমেন- and, but, or, because, if, until ইতযাষদে ।
Interjection: ধযে word আনন, দেুঃে, ষবস্ময়, ধবদেনা, ভয়, ঘৃ া ইতযাষদে মেননর
আনবগ বা অনুভূষত আকষস্মকভানব প্রকাশ কনর তানক Interjection বনল। ধযেমেনOh! Ah! Alas! Hurrah! Fie! ইতযাষদে।

Identify noun from the following sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ice is cold.
A circle is round.
A year is long.
It is the top of the
blackboard.
5. It is an ankle.
6. Sit on the chair.
7. Don’t look at the window.
8. Walk on the pavement.
9. I am touching Maya.
10.
I am carrying a kitten.
11.
I am teaching the
children.

16.
This is a new hat.
17.
This is a white fag.
18.
This is a black gate.
19.
Look at the doll.
20.
Look at the girl.
21.
She has no oranges.
22.
There is a lot of sand.
23.
There is a lot of rice.
24.
There are some
fowers.
25.
She is going to school.
26.
They are going by
bus.

12.
13.
14.
15.

This is a basin.
This is a whistle.
Miran is painting.
The cat is asleep.

27.
Some go by train.
28.
He cannot touch the
ceiling.
29.
She is a nurse.
30.
He is a farmer.

Write Pronoun instead of Noun.
1. This is Asim. I am touching ……… (him/ her/it)
2. Mrs Rab is talking. The children are listening to ….. (him/ her/ it)
3. Don’t open the door. Close ….. (him/her/it)
4. The boys are listening. She is talking to ….. ( them/ his/ her)
5. We are listening to the teacher. She is talking ….. (them/ us/her)
6. I am talking to the kitten. It is listening to…. (them/ his/ me)
7. The doll has not any arms. …. has no arms. (it /his/ he)
8. The girl has not any oranges. ……has no oranges. (it/ she/ he)
9. The car has not any wheels. …….. has no wheels. (it/ his/ he)
10. The students have not any desks. ….have no desks. (they/ she/ he)
11. They are reading….books. (their/ his/ her)
12. We are writing in ….books. (their/ our/ your)
13. Asim and Maya are sitting on …..chair. ( their/ your/ her)
14. The dog is sitting on …..tail. (its/ his/ her)
15. We are working in …..classroom. (their/ our/your)
16. This is an ant….. is very small. (he/she/it)
17. I have a bat….is new. (he/ she/it)
18. A farmer grows crops. …..works hard. (he/she/it)
19. Rina is a good student. …..goes to school every day. (he/ she/ they)
20. Rina, Mita and Karim are students. …..go to school every day. ( he/she/they)
Answer: 1.him, 2.her, 3.it, 4.them, 5.us, 6.me, 7. It, 8. She, 9. It, 10. They, 11.their, 12.our,
13.their, 14.its, 15.our, 16.it, 17.it, 18. He, 19. She, 20. They.

Paragraph
Myself
My name is …….. I am seven years old. I am a student. I read in class two. I go to school
regularly. I live in Mymensingh with my family. My father’s name is ……. He is a doctor. My
mother’s name is……. She is a housewife. I have a brother. He reads in class six. I have a pet
cat. I like to play with my friends. In future I want to be a teacher.

The cow
The cow is a domestic animal. It has four legs, two eyes, two ears, two horns and a long tail. The
cow has a long head. It has teeth in the lower jaw. The cow is about seven feet long and five feet
high. Its body is covered with soft hair. Cows are of different colours. The cow eats grass, straw,

bran, oilcake rice etc. Cows are very useful to us. It gives us milk. Cow-dung is a good fertilizer.
We should take care of them.

